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New Motorola Mobility Set-Tops Power the Evolution of TV 

 

Motorola Showcases New IP and cable set top technology @ IBC2012 — Hall 1, Booth D31  

AMSTERDAM – IBC 2012 – Sept 7, 2012 – Motorola Mobility extends its leadership in IP and cable set-tops today, with the launch of ten new models designed to give service 
providers in EMEA smarter, more energy-efficient options for delivering new entertainment experiences – including entertainment everywhere (multi-screen support), over the top 
(OTT), time-shift TV, gaming and more. 

“Motorola pioneered the shift to IP in TV, and we continue to drive its evolution with our new line of set-tops,” said Keith Kelley, vice president, home devices, Motorola 
Mobility.”This range of products gives service providers more options for delivering the advanced entertainment services that consumers crave, while reducing total cost of 
ownership and energy consumption.”  

IPTV set-tops 

New IPTV set-tops build on the global success of the KreaTV application platform, an open system that ensures flexibility in deployment as well as smooth systems integration. 
Each supports high-quality IPTV services such as HD broadcast, time shift, on-demand, OTT, and interactive applications. 

VIP1103 & VIP1113 – Compact, cost-effective  

· Motorola’s smallest and most stylish IPTV client ever  

· Diminutive, energy-efficient design  

· RF remote control (VIP1113) allows hidden installation, such as behind the TV 

· Ideal for hospitality OTT, multi-room, or entry level IPTV deployments 

· Optional SD card reader (VIP1113) for time-shifting and other applications. 

VIP2853 – DVR expandability  

· Small form factor for flexibility of placement 

· User installable disk / memory module allows subscribers to expand to DVR and time-shift capabilities 

· Optional display and touch-keys. 

VIP2952 – Robust processing power  

· 3000DMIPS processor, 512/1024MB of memory and a 3D graphics engine 

· Support for gaming, advanced interactive applications and advanced browser options 

· User installable disk / memory module for DVR expandability. 

Microsoft® Mediaroom® set-tops 

The new range of Microsoft Mediaroom IPTV set-tops offers choice to the service provider, with new SoC (System on a Chip) and wireless options, providing whole-house 
coverage while lowering the cost of installation. No Ethernet data cables to connect, no holes to drill. 

VIP1801 & VIP1861 – Ultra low power set-tops 

· The latest compact Microsoft Mediaroom set-top boxes with next generation highly-integrated, secure, high-performance SoC  

· Non DVR model (VIP1801) and DVR model (VIP1861) with 320 or 500GB HDD 

· Optional touch-key capabilities and four-digit numeric LED display 

VIP2502W – Microsoft Mediaroom set-top with wireless capability  

The set-top no longer needs to be wired to the broadband router. It delivers easier installation, location flexibility with no unsightly cables for the consumer. When paired with the 
VAP2400 Wireless Video Bridge it delivers superior wireless performance over traditional Wi-Fi set-tops. Integrating Wi-Fi into the set-top reduces inventory, reduces cost and 
makes installation easier. 

· 4x4 MIMO with beam-forming in 5GHz 

· Next generation highly-integrated, secure, high-performance SoC  

· MotoPLYR sophisticated diagnostic and test utility  

VIP2102 – Next-generation HD IP video experiences  

· Motorola’s premier Microsoft Mediaroom set-top, with a powerful processor for a seamless multi-room, multi-device experience 

· The VIP2100 Series support the advanced, interactive IP video applications your subscribers want, from Electronic Program Guides (EPG) to advanced digital TV functionality 
like Video On-demand (VOD), multiple picture-in-picture capabilities, and time-shifted TV 

· MotoPLYR sophisticated diagnostic and test utility.  

Cable set-tops 

HMC3021 – Cost-effective HD cable zapper set-top 

· User-friendly Miracle HD user interface  

· Optional Ethernet port for basic hybrid functions 

VIP2853C – Hybrid cable set-top with DVR 

· Small high-definition DVB-C/IP hybrid set-top box  

· Dual DVB-C tuners 

· Smartcard reader 

· User installable disk / memory module for DVR expandability 

KreaTV™ 

Motorola is also presenting its ultimate open operating system for IP set-tops at IBC this year – Motorola KreaTV™, with support for the new IPTV and Cable set-tops. 

KreaTV is a flexible, open operating system used by over 100 operators worldwide. Its hardware abstraction layer simplifies integration with specific hardware, making it easier to 
upgrade to new hardware in the future. Motorola ’s approach to reducing time to deployment of new features has driven the popularity of KreaTV amongst IPTV software developers
and the KreaTV ecosystem is a key contributor to Motorola ’s leadership position in the global IPTV set-top market.  

Some of the new features available in KreaTV 4.4 (launched earlier this year) include Web browsing, as well as HTTP live streaming, including support for Motorola ’s SecureMedia
HLS+ content encryption, enabling service providers to expand their footprint with over-the-top (OTT) services. This allows the same hardware to be used in an IPTV as well as 
OTT environment. 

The innovative and feature-rich new set -tops are being demonstrated at IBC on Motorola ’s stand in Hall 1, D31 from 6 th – 11th September 2012.

 

About Motorola Mobility 
Motorola Mobility, owned by Google, fuses innovative technology with human insights to create experiences that simplify, connect and enrich people's lives. Our portfolio includes
converged mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets; wireless accessories; end-to-end video and data delivery; and management solutions, including set-tops and data-
access devices. For more information, visit motorola.com/mobility. 
 
Media Contacts: 
 
Jeanne Russo  
jeanne.russo@motorola.com  
Motorola Mobility  
 

Certain features, services and applications are network dependent and may not be available in all areas; additional terms, conditions and/or charges may apply. Contact your 
service provider for details. All features, functionality and other product specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation. 

MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC All other product and service names are the property of their respective 
owners. © 2012 Motorola Mobility, Inc. All rights reserved. 

http://www.motorola.com/mobility
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